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Coherent THz Phonons Driven by Light Pulses and the Sb Problem: What is the Mechanism
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Femtosecond laser pulses generate in Sb coherentEg phonons atø3.4 THz, in addition to oscillations
of A1g symmetry accounted for by the phenomenological displacive-excitation model. Experiments
agree with theoretical calculations showing that the coherent driving force in absorbing materials like
Sb is determined by Raman processes, as in transparent media. The Raman formalism provides a
unifying approach for describing light-induced motion of atoms of both impulsive and displacive
character. [S0031-9007(96)01455-X]
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Following recent advances in femtosecond laser te
nology, several groups demonstrated that the propaga
of light pulses in solids is accompanied by intense latt
vibrations showing a high degree of spatial and tempo
coherence [1–9]. The availability ofcoherentphonons
at THz frequencies has led to a variety of suggesti
for applications and experiments involving, in partic
lar, time-domain spectroscopy of phonons using pum
probe methods [1–9], conversion of mechanical in
coherent electromagnetic energy [7], and intriguing p
posals relying on photon control of the ionic motio
[10,11]. While coherent vibrations have been produc
in insulators, semiconductors, and metals using, basic
the same technique [1–9], the experiments reveal fun
mental, but poorly understood differences between tra
parent and opaque materials [1,4]. This Letter presen
unifying mechanism for phonon generation that expla
the differences.

Phenomenologically, the lattice motion is described

d2Q

dt2
1 V2Q  Fsr, td , (1)

whereQ is a classical phonon field of frequencyV, and
F is the driving force [1]. In transparent media, it h
been known for a long time that vibrational coherenc
rely on coherent (stimulated) Raman scattering (CRS)
which F 

P
uy sxR

uyEuEydy2. Here,Eu denotes a com-
ponent of the optical pump field,xR

uy ø ≠x s1d
uy y≠Q is the

nonlinear Raman, andx s1d
uy is the linear susceptibility [12].

When the pulse widtht0 is small compared withV21,
F acts as animpulsive force giving Q ~ sinsVtd. For
absorbing substances, a unique process has so fa
been identified [1]. The experimental evidence indica
that Raman selection rules are strictly obeyed (see,
[3,5,7,13]). However, the oscillation phase varies fro
material to material, and relative intensities gained fro
time-domain measurements and spontaneous Raman
tering (RS) do not appear to correlate [4]. One of the le
ing proposals for explaining opaque systems is the me
anism known asdisplacive excitationof coherent phonons
0031-9007y96y77(17)y3661(4)$10.00
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(DECP). The DECP model, accounting, in particular, f
results on semimetals [4], provides a simple explanati
for driving fully symmetricmodes, seemingly unrelated to
Raman scattering [4,14]. In the DECP picture, the eq
librium positions of the ions experience a sudden sh
due to coupling with photoexcited carriers created by t
optical pulse. Hence,F is steplike and, thus,Q ~ f1 2

cossVtdg. As discussed below, our approach renders t
DECP model [4,14] as a particular case ofresonantCRS
in that the driving force generally contains both impulsiv
and displacive components. To test these ideas, we h
performed pump-probe and conventional RS experime
reexamining the case of antimony [4]. We chose Sb as r
resentative of a class of materials which have been repo
to follow DECP, but not Raman predictions [4]. Unlike
previous studies [4], we find that pulses drive not only o
(fully-symmetric), but the two Raman-allowed modes, an
that there is a strong correlation between time-domain a
RS intensities. We also observe that the phase of the
cillation is intermediate between that of purely displaciv
and impulsive dynamics.

Measurements were performed on single crystals
antimony at room temperature using cleaved surfac
perpendicular to the trigonal axis. Sb is a group V
semimetal crystallizing in theA7 structure with the point
group3m and two atoms per unit cell. The three phono
branches give the Raman-activeA1g (totally symmetric)
and Eg (doubly degenerate) modes at the center of t
Brillouin zone. The corresponding Raman tensors a
given in Table I. Time-domain data were obtained usin
a standard pump-probe setup in the reflection geome
As a source, we used a mode-locked Ti-sapphire la
providing 80 fs pulses centered at 815.0 nm at a repetit
rate of 85 MHz and 15 mW of average power focused
a 70-mm-diameter spot. RS measurements were record
in the backscattering configuration using 30 mW of a c
Ti:sapphire laser also tuned to 815.0 nm, or an Ar las
operating at 514.5 nm.

A summary of our time-domain results is shown i
Fig. 1. In these traces, the relative reflected intensity
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3661
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TABLE I. Raman tensors for3m. The trigonal axis is along
[001].
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the probe beam,DRyR, is plotted as a function of the
time delay between the pump and probe pulses. Stand
CRS selection rules, easily derived from Table I, dicta
that theA1g spectrum should not depend onu, whereas
the intensity of theEg mode should behave as coss2ud;
u is the angle between the polarizations of the tw
beams. Our measurements are in excellent agreem
with these predictions. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), theu

dependence of the modes allowed us to single out
Eg contribution which could not be resolved in previou
work usingø2 eV photons [4]. In Fig. 1(b), we show fits
to exps2Gtd sinsVt 1 fd indicating that the dynamics
of the modes are neither displacivesf  6py2d nor
impulsive sf  0d. This should be contrasted with the
results for the A1g mode at ø2 eV showing purely
displacive behavior [4]. A comparison between time

FIG. 1. Reflection geometry data. In (a), the angle betwe
the polarizations of the two beams isu  py4 for the
A1g trace. Eg results were obtained from the difference
between measurements atu  py2 and at u  0. Fits to
exps2Gtd sinsVt 1 fd are shown in (b), after removal of
the background. Parameters areV  4.5 THz, G21  3.7 ps,
andf  2113± 6 11± for the A1g phonon andV  3.4 THz,
G21  1.8 ps, andf  247± 6 8± for the Eg mode. Dashed
curves are exps2Gtd cossVtd corresponding to the displacive
limit.
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domain and RS spectra is shown in Fig. 2. Notice tha
the ratio between the Fourier transform (FT) amplitude
of the two modes is very close to the RS intensit
ratio, as expected for transparent substances [1].
discussed later, this correlation supports our claim th
Raman scattering is the underlying mechanism for th
driving force in absorbing media. Within this context,
it is important to mention that visible-range RS in Sb is
dominated by theE0

2 resonance centered at 2.15 eV an
that the ratio betweenA1g andEg intensities, i.e.,jayej2,
is nearly constant across 1.7–2.7 eV (see Table I a
the inset of Fig. 2). This indicates thattwo-bandterms
are the leading RS process [15]. From the RS data
815.0 nm (1.52 eV), we havejayej  2.2 6 0.5, while,
at 514.5 nm (2.41 eV),jayej  2.4 6 0.6, in reasonable
agreement with [15]. Since these ratios are the sam
within experimental errors, we conclude that two-ban
processes dominate at 815.0 nm as well.

The simplest Hamiltonian of interest to our problem is

H 
X
bk

´bkc
y
bkcbk 1

1
2

X
q

jP2
qj 1 V2

qjQ2
qj

1 V 21y2
X
kk0

X
bb0

J
bb0

kk0 Qk2k0c
y
bkcb0k0 1 V std . (2)

c
y
bk and cbk are electron creation and annihilation opera

tors for the state of energýbk, wave vectork, and band

FIG. 2. Comparison between RS and time-domain resul
(arbitrary units). Solid lines are Lorentzian fits. (a) RS
spectra for two excitation wavelengths. The polarizations o
the incident and scattered light are parallel to each other. (
FT amplitude corresponding to the traces in Fig. 1(a) obtaine
with pulses centered at 815 nm. The inset of (a) shows th
dependence of the RS cross section on the laser energy (fr
[15]).
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index b. Qq is the amplitude of the phonon of wav
vector q and frequencyVq, and Pq is the associated

canonical momentum.Jbb0

kk0 are matrix elements of the
electron-phonon interaction andV is the volume. The
time-dependent term describes the coupling of the sys
to the radiation field of the pump which we treat a
classical. From the equation of motion forQq, we obtain
the identity
d2kQql

dt2
1 V2

qkQql  2V 21y2

*X
kbb0

J
bb0

k,k2qc
y
bkcb0k2q

+
,

(3)
n

e

m

leading to (1) after the replacementQ 
V 21y2

P
q kQql expsiq ? rd. The two-band DECP

model of [14] assumes that the electronic density ma
is diagonal, i.e., that the photoinduced charge den
rsrd is a constant and, thus, that (3) vanishes for all w
vectors butq  0. However, (3) can be obtained direc
using perturbation theory. We show below that
electronic expectation value contains diagonal as we
off-diagonal contributions and that it is theoff-diagonal
terms, rather than the diagonal ones, which are res
sible for the coherent oscillations. A straightforwa
second-order calculation gives
*X

kbb0

J
bb0

k,k2qc
y
bkcb0k2q

+


V

2p2c2

X
uy

µ Z
Ap

usv1, k1deiv1t

3 Ruysv1, v2, qdAysv2, k2de2iv2tdsv2
1 ddsv2

2dd3k1d3k2

∂
, (4)

where

Ruy  seymh̄d2 sV v1v2d21 fruysv1, v2, qd 1 ryus2v2, 2v1, qdg

with sg ! 01d

ruysv1, v2, qd 
X
m,n

√
P

u
0msk1dJmnsqdPy

n0sk2d
fvm 1 igy2 2 v1g fvn 2 igy2 2 v2g

1
J0msqdPu

mnsk1dPy
n0sk2d

fvm 2 ig 1 v1 2 v2g fvn 2 igy2 2 v2g
1

J0msqdPu
mnsk2dPy

n0sk1d
fvm 1 ig 2 v1 1 v2g fvn 1 igy2 2 v1g

!
.

(5)

Au are the components of the vector potential andPuskd 
P

j sêu ? pjd exps2ik ? rjd; rj andpj are, respectively,
the electron position and momentum, andêu are unit vectors perpendicular tok. If we ignore the weakq dependence
of Ruy and setVsqd ø V, the driving force in (1) can be written as

Fsr, td ø 2 s1y8p2d
Z

E0sr, t1de2iv1st12tdE0sr, t2deiv2st22td

3
X
uy

µ
cossaudRuysv1, v2d cossayd

∂
dt1 dt2 dv1 dv2 , (6)
s,
ider
rs

Sb

t

where cossaud  EuyE0 andE0 is the amplitude of the
field. SinceE0 decays with a penetration depth give
by cyskv0d, it is clear thatF couples to acontinuum
of modes in the rangedq , 2kv0yc about the phase
matchingq  6Vnŝyc (n 1 ik is the refractive index
andŝ is a unit vector in the direction of propagation of th
light). This contradicts the DECP prediction [14], base
on the assumption that the density matrix is diagonal, th
photoexcitation drives only theq  0 mode [16].

Let v0 be the central frequency of the optical pulse
The behavior of Q is determined primarily by the
frequency components ofF in the vicinity of V and,
therefore, by the properties ofRuy at v1 2 v2 ø 6V

and v1 ø v2 ø 6v0 (as opposed tov1 ø 2v2 6 v0

giving frequencies,2v0 that are too high to effectively
drive the oscillator). SincexR

uy ~ Ruysv, v 2 V, qd,
this establishes the link betweenF and the Raman
susceptibility. For transparent media, we can safe
replace in (6)Ruy by its (real) value atv1  v2  v0
d
at

.

ly

with the result that, for pulses of widtht0 ø V21, F ~

jE0sr, tdj2 is impulsive [1]. In absorbing substance
however, dispersive effects cannot be ignored. Cons
first the term of (5) containing two resonant denominato
and, in particular,two-bandcontributions for which the
relevant matrix elements areJbb0

kk0 with b ; b0 [17]. As
mentioned earlier, these processes dominate at the
E0

2 resonance [15]. Integrating (6) overv1 and v2,
and expressing the field asfsr, td expf2iv0t 1 sin 2

kdk0ŝ ? rg 1 c.c., wheref is the envelope, we find tha
states for whichjvn 2 v0j ¿ t

21
0 provide an impulsive

contribution of the form

FI ø 2
j fsr, tdj2e22kk0s?r

V smh̄yed2

3
X

0

uy,n
s1 1 v2

0yv2
nd

JnnsPu
0n cossaudPy

n0 cossaydd
sv2

0 2 v2
nd2

,

(7)
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whereas frequencies satisfyingjvn 2 v0j ø t
21
0 exhibit

displacive character. In particular fort ¿ t0, F ap-
proaches the exact limiting value

FD  2
V 21

2smh̄yed2

X
uy,n

jE0sr, vndj2

3 JnnsPu
0n cossaudPy

n0 cossayddyv2
n , (8)

where E0sr, vnd is the Fourier transform ofE0sr, td.
These expressions simply reflect the fact that phono
couple to virtual charge-density fluctuations forjvn 2

v0j ¿ t
21
0 , but to real ones in the opposite limit [we

notice from (3) thatF ~ rsrd if the coefficientsJ
bb
kk0 are

approximated by constants, one for each band]. In t
former case, the optical pulse gives an impulsive for
because the fluctuations lifetime is,jvn 2 v0j

21. On
the other hand, and as in the DECP model [4,14], re
transitions lead to shifts in the equilibrium positions of th
ions (the lifetime of the fluctuation is that of the Rama
coherence) [18]. In the common situation where th
width of the Raman resonancedR is large compared with
t

21
0 , it can be shown after summation overvn that the

driving force is purely displacive forjvR 2 v0j ø dR

gradually becoming impulsivelike atjvR 2 v0j ¿ dR

where vR is the frequency of the resonance maximu
(in Sb, dR ø 0.3 eV and vR ø 2.15 eV; see inset of
Fig. 2). It is important to stress the fact that (8) applies
Raman-active phonons of arbitrary symmetry, in contra
to the DECP model which concerns itself exclusive
with fully symmetric modes [4]. We also note that
in most circumstances, three-band processes [17] a
the remaining terms in (5) having at most one resona
denominator provide additional contributions to (7) bu
not to (8), i.e., only resonant two-band terms contribu
to FD . This explains why displacive behavior is seen
certain materials like Sb, but not in others.

Comparisons between RS and time-domain measu
ments of the relative intensity, and between our valu
for the coherent oscillator parameters and those repor
in [4] strongly support the Raman interpretation. In [4
jsvR 2 v0dydRj ø 0.5. Thus, the result that the nature
of the A1g excitation is strictly displacive reflects simply
the proximity of v0 to the resonant maximum. The in-
termediate behavior found in our experiments is consiste
with jsvR 2 v0dydRj ø 2.0. Since in the two-band case
≠x s1dy≠Q ~ ≠x s1dy≠v where the proportionality constan
is eithera or e [15], our model carries the predictions tha
DR should be proportional to the RS cross section (d
picted in the inset of Fig. 2) and that, at a givenv0, the
relative intensities gained from RS and time-domain da
should be the same. The FT spectrum in Fig. 2 giv
jayej  3.0 6 0.2 in good agreement with RS measure
ments. In addition, for a constant pump beam intensi
3664
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we calculate thatDR at v0  2 eV should be a factor of
,15 larger than atv0  1.5 eV. This value compares
favorably with the factor of,7 obtained from our experi-
ments and results reported in [4].
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mony samples and valuable discussions. This work w
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Note added.—After this paper was submitted, we
became aware of related results by Hase et al. [19]
Bi revealing coherentEg oscillations.
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